5 STEPS TO CREATE A

Style Uniform
Follow these simple steps to create a style
uniform that is all your own.
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Welcome
If you’re looking to boost your confidence and
elevate your wardrobe while still making getting
dressed each day stress free, then a style uniform
might be justtttt what you’re looking for.
Style uniforms come in handy when you’ve got to
get ready in a pinch, are struck by a case of the
“nothing-to-wears,” or want to let the world
know that you are chic, stylish and pulled
together. Style uniforms take the stress out of
getting dressed each day, cut down on the
number of daily decisions you have to make, and
help you build a wardrobe that works seamlessly
with your personal style aesthetic and lifestyle.
This eBook will walk you through five steps to
create your style uniform and set you up for
complete success when getting dressed each day.
Before we get started, I want to remind you that
having a style uniform does not mean wearing
the same thing every day. So go ahead and get
the images of Steve Jobs, his jeans, and black
turtleneck out of your head. Your style uniform
is going to consist of certain colors and
wardrobe elements that we will use to create an
aesthetic that is all your own.
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About the Author
Hi!!!! I’m Erika, the founder/owner of Your Chic is
Showing. I started Your Chic is Showing (YCS) to
help my clients elevate their personal style and
build their confidence. YCS makes personal styling
accessible to clients through a variety of services
including personal styling, educational courses,
eBooks, and an award-winning blog.
I have nearly a decade of experience styling and
educating hundreds of people through one-on-one
services, as well as workshops, masterclasses,
webinars, and publications. My styling expertise
offers specializations in plus sized and full-figured
styling, maternity styling, career styling, and
special event – wedding, engagement, etc. –
styling.

Contact
By email:
info@yourchicisshowing.com
By phone:
(443) 961-5406

In addition to running Your Chic is Showing, I am
the co-founder of “…like Kamala,” sit on the Board
of Directors for two nonprofit organizations and
serve as an advisor for 21 Squared, The Curvy
App. I’m based in Baltimore, MD where I live with
my awesome hubby and raise our three incredible
children.
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NO. 1

IT'S ELEMENTARY, MY DEAR!
When many people hear the term “style uniform” they think of
Steve Jobs and his black turtleneck (like I mentioned), Carolina
Herrera and her white button downs, Karl Lagerfeld and his black
skinny jeans or Mark Zuckerberg and his hoodies. But, as I already
said, we are not going to create a style uniform using specific
pieces of clothing. Here’s why — it’s limiting and pretty boring.
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We’re going to bring our style
uniform up a level and think
about building our uniform using
elements. What do I mean?
Instead of making your style
uniform a “black turtleneck and
skinny jeans” bring it up a level
and say it is a “black top with
jeans.” Now, you have more
flexibility around your top —
could be a turtleneck, tank top
or anything in between — and
your jeans — skinny, bootcut,
wide leg, etc.
By choosing elements, instead of
specifics, you can keep your same
baseline look but have the
flexibility to play with it more.
As an example, one of my style
uniforms is pants + shirt + draped
blazer. One day I might wear
jeans, a graphic t-shirt, and a
wool blazer. The next it might be
faux leather leggings, a blouse,
and a tweed jacket. The building
blocks of my uniform are the
same but I’ve got versatility in
how I pull each look together.
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NO. 2

OCCASIONALLY, SWITCH IT UP
I recommend having a style uniform for different occasions. Not
every single possible occasion ever; think more high-level than that.
I suggest three uniforms — one work uniform, one dressy uniform
and one wildcard uniform.
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Your work uniform should be something that is appropriate for your job and is
a total lifesaver on those mornings where everything that could go wrong, does!
Your dressy uniform should be for occasions where you need to be dressed up,
whether it’s for an important dinner or your bestie’s baby’s baptism (say that
three times fast).
And, your wild card uniform should be for some event or occasion that
happens regularly enough that you don’t want to have to think about getting
dressed for it every time you have to go. That could be something like date
night, weddings, interviews, etc.
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NO. 3

CLAIM A COLOR STORY
Part of what makes a style uniform work and a wardrobe cohesive
is the use of a consistent color palette. It doesn’t mean that you
have to have a closet full of all one color, though. Instead, think
about a palette that fits into your style aesthetic so that you can
build a wardrobe full of pieces that work together.
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If you look in my closet you will
see it is overwhelmingly neutral.
Lots of black, cream, grey, blush,
and nude in there. Why? Because
those colors are easy to use as the
foundation for my looks, mix and
match well together, and also
pair nicely with bold accent
colors. You can choose any
palette you want for your base
color palette and then add a few
pieces (clothing, shoes and
accessories) in accent or
complimentary colors, prints and
patterns.
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NO. 4

ACCESSORIZE WITH INTENTION
Once you’ve nailed down the elements of your style uniform use
your accessories to add a “pop” — whether that’s a “pop of color” or
some pizzazz — to your looks. Think about how different
accessories will work with the same outfit.
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Let's use our “pants + shirt + draped blazer” example from earlier, think about
what wearing a fedora does for the outfit versus a statement pair of earrings.
How would heels change the look versus loafers? A clutch versus a tote? The
possibilities are endless.
Even if you’re wearing the same thing over and over, you can make a look
totally new with the accessories you pair with it.
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NO. 5

GRAB 'N' GO
Now that you’ve nailed down a few of your style uniforms, hang
them up, in their entirety, in your closet. This way, you can grab it
and go when you’re in a pinch. Eventually, you’ll be more confident
in your uniforms and won’t need to use the “Grab ‘n’ Go” method.
But, until then, this will make it INCREDIBLY easy to get dressed
without thinking about it. And even if you do become an expert in
your style uniform (which, you will!), the “Grab ‘n’ Go” method still
comes in really handy.
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BOOK A SESSION
Are you ready to take your style to the next level
and lock in your chic, sophisticated style
uniform? Then let’s work together! I would love
to help you create a wardrobe full of clothing
you love to wear.
Book your complimentary style consultation by
emailing info@yourchicisshowing.com or using
the button below.

BOOK MY SESSION

W: YOURCHICISSHOWING.COM
E: INFO@YOURCHICISSHOWING.COM
IG: @YOURCHICISSHOWING
FB: FACEBOOK.COM/YOURCHICISSHOWING

